simulation). There is no evidence that local air-sea feedbacks among wind stress curl, SST, and sea level pressure (SLP) affect the ABFZ SST bias. Turbulent surface heat flux differences between coupled and uncoupled experiments explain the remaining 2 °C warm SST bias in NorESM. Ocean circulation, upwelling and turbulent heat flux errors all modulate the intensity and the seasonality of the ABFZ errors.
Introduction
Most state-of-the-art coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation models (CGCMs) exhibit large warm sea surface temperature (SST) biases in the tropical Atlantic Ocean (e.g., Richter and Xie 2008; Li and Xie 2012; Richter et al. 2012; Toniazzo and Woolnough 2014) . The warm SST bias in the eastern equatorial Atlantic is associated with a poor simulation of the observed atmospheric and ocean climatological state (e.g., Richter et al. 2012) . In particular, the climatological Inter-tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) is shifted southward with erroneously intense rainfall over the equator, surface trade winds and equatorial upwelling are too weak, and the thermocline is too deep in the eastern Atlantic; (e.g., Tozuka et al. 2011; Richter et al. 2014) . Studies suggested (e.g., Richter and Xie 2008; Toniazzo and Woolnough 2014 ) that a westerly wind bias over the western equatorial Atlantic in spring (March-April-May, hereafter MAM) depresses the ocean thermocline in the eastern Atlantic, preventing, the development of an Atlantic cold tongue (ACT, Vizy and Cook 2014) in the Gulf of Guinea in summer (June-July-August, hereafter JJA). Warm SSTs in the Gulf of Guinea can enhance cumulus convection, anchoring the ITCZ over the Gulf of Guinea (e.g., Biasutti et al. 2006) and consequently, suppressing the cross-equator penetration of the western African monsoon (WAM) (e.g., Okumura and Abstract We have investigated the causes of the sea surface temperature (SST) bias in the Angola-Benguela Frontal Zone (ABFZ) of the southeastern Atlantic Ocean simulated by the Norwegian Earth System Model (NorESM). Similar to other coupled-models, NorESM has a warm SST bias in the ABFZ of up to 8 °C in the annual mean. Our analysis of NorESM reveals that a cyclonic surface wind bias over the ABFZ drives a locally excessively strong southward (0.05 m/s (relative to observation)) Angola Current displacing the ABFZ southward. A series of uncoupled stand-alone atmosphere and ocean model simulations are performed to investigate the cause of the coupled model bias. The standalone atmosphere model driven with observed SST exhibits a similar cyclonic surface circulation bias; while the standalone ocean model forced with the reanalysis data produces a warm SST in the ABFZ with a magnitude approximately half of that in the coupled NorESM simulation. An additional uncoupled sensitivity experiment shows that the atmospheric model's local negative surface wind curl generates anomalously strong Angola Current at the ocean surface. Consequently, this contributes to the warm SST bias in the ABFZ by 2 °C (compared to the reanalysis forced Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (doi:10.1007/s00382-017-3896-2) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users. Xie 2004) . The warm biased state in the equatorial Atlantic is then maintained by the Bjerknes feedback (Bjerknes 1969; Keenlyside and Latif 2007; Deppenmeier et al. 2016) . A variety of causes have been suggested for the weak simulated Bjerknes feedback including insufficient vertical ocean mixing (Hazeleger and Haarsma 2005) , surface freshwater biases (Breugem et al. 2008) , insufficient vertical momentum exchange in the atmosphere (Zermeno and Zhang 2013) . There is some consensus that the climatological error of the equatorial Atlantic SST arises from weak easterlies associated with dry bias over Amazon (Richter 2015) . In fact, the seasonal march of the ITCZ and convective rainfall over the equatorial Atlantic is related closely to the development of the ACT in JJA. There is also an interaction of the West African Monsoonal related surface wind and the ACT is discussed by several previous works (e.g., Okumura and Xie 2004; Tozuka et al. 2011; Druyan and Fulakeza 2014) .
The SST errors at the equator are small compared with the warm SST bias along the coast of southwestern Africa where the Angola-Benguela Frontal Zone (ABFZ) forms (e.g., Grodsky et al. 2012; Xu et al. 2014) . ABFZ SST biases are among the largest found in state-of-the-art CGCMs, with a model average of 5 °C and exceeding 8 °C in some models (IPCC 2013) . The ABFZ is the sharp SST gradient region located near 17°S at the boundary between the warm southward Angola Current and the cool northward Benguela Current and Benguela upwelling system (e.g., Mohrholz et al. 2004; Reason 2006, 2007; Veitch et al. 2006; Goubanova et al. 2013) . The ABFZ plays an important role for the local ecosystem (e.g., Auel and Verheye 2007; Chavez and Messié 2009) and weather (Hirst and Hastenrath 1983; Rouault et al. 2003) . The origin of the warm bias in the ABFZ is still under discussion. Remote biases over the equator may affect it via the equatorial and coastal waveguide (e.g., Lübbecke et al. 2010) . Thermocline perturbations in the west-central equatorial Atlantic propagate as Kelvin Waves eastward and southward along the Equator and then southward along the western African coastline; these outcrop in the ABFZ when they meet the upward sloping isotherms of the Benguela upwelling system . The ABFZ is also sensitive to local winds, in particular, the Benguela low-level coastal jet (e.g., Fennel et al. 2012; Patricola and Chang 2016) and the associated local wind stress curl biases can explain the SST bias (Colberg and Reason 2006; Xu et al. 2014; Grodsky et al. 2012) . These local errors were also linked to the South Atlantic Anti-cyclone, and could be enhanced by ocean-atmosphere coupling (Cabos et al. 2016) . Richter et al. (2010) also suggest the local impact of surface wind on Benguela Niño events (warm SST anomaly events with inter-annual time scale, e.g., Shannon et al. 1986 ). Other numerical experiments with CGCMs find a reduction of the SST bias in the ABFZ with finer vertical and horizontal resolutions of the atmospheric model component (Patricola et al. 2012; Small et al. 2014; Harlaß et al. 2015) .
The warm SST biases may also be generated by excessive downward radiative fluxes. The south-eastern Atlantic including the ABFZ is one of regions with frequent lowlevel stratiform cloud formation (e.g., Klein and Hartmann 1993; Pfeifroth et al. 2012; Koshiro and Shiotani 2014) . The underestimation of low-level stratocumulus cloud in CGCM can cause the excessive downwelling solar radiation flux over the south eastern Atlantic ocean warming SST (e.g., Huang 2004; Hu et al. 2008 Hu et al. , 2010 Wahl et al. 2011) . However the stratocumulus feedback is weak in the southeastern Atlantic Ocean in coupled model (Richter 2015) , and overall, shortwave radiation erros a minor factor for the warm SST bias in this region (Large and Danabasoglu 2006; Xu et al. 2014) .
The origin of the warm ABFZ bias is less well-understood than the biases at the equator, and there is no consensus on what processes are most important. In this study, we discuss the ABFZ SST bias in the Norwegian Earth System Model, NorESM (Bentsen et al. 2013) , and quantify the responsible processes. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 details NorESM and its tropical Atlantic SST errors. In Sect. 3 and 4, the different processes responsible for the annual-mean errors are assessed using standalone model experiments. Section 5 describes the role of ocean subsurface errors. In Sect. 6, we will investigate the seasonal evolution of model errors in the ABFZ. The paper concludes with a summary and discussion.
2 Overviewing of NorESM's systematic biases in the ABFZ
Model and observational data details
NorESM (Bentsen et al. 2013 Bleck et al. 1992) . Further details of NorESM are given in Bentsen et al. (2013) and Counillon et al. (2014) . In this study, CAM4 is used with a horizontal resolution 2.5° in longitude by 1.9° in latitude, and with 26 vertical hybrid pressure levels ranging from the surface to 3 hPa. MICOM is configured on a tri-polar horizontal grid with approximately uniform spacing of 2.0° in longitude and a variable spacing in latitude between 2.0° in mid-latitude and 1/2°at the equator (and about 1.0° around the ABFZ); in the vertical it comprises a stack of 51 isopycnic layers with two additional layers to represent the bulk mixed layer on top. The coupled model was initialized with data from the Polar Hydrographic Climatology version 3.0 (PHC 3.0, Steele et al. 2001 (Large and Yeager 2008) , which is based on the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) reanalysis. We have chosen the CORE product because it allows a clearer comparison with the stand-alone ocean model runs; use of ERA-Intrim does not change any of the major conclusions in terms of NorESM biases. None of our analysis time periods considers data prior to the satellite period.
NorESM tropical Atlantic SST Biases
In this section, we summarise the performance of NorESM in simulating the observed annual mean tropical Atlantic climate (Fig. 1) . All of biases shown in this study are estimated according to the following formula, where, A is the quantity considered, subscripts of m and o denote model and observation, and overbar is the annualmean climatology for model's integrated years. The equatorial warm SST bias is most intense in boreal summer (JJA, not shown) during the West Africa Monsoon season. The timing is consistent with previous studies (e.g., Richter 2015) that show the errors in this month result from the amplification of wind errors in boreal spring by the Bjerknes feedback. Similar to other CGCMs (e.g., Richter et al. 2012) , NorESM has a large warm SST bias in the eastern tropical Atlantic that reaches 4 °C at the equator and 8 °C off the southwestern African coast. By contrast, cool biases are detected in the southern and northern subtropical Atlantic
Ocean. In the southeast Atlantic, the simulated ABFZ is located too far south at 24°S (the observed ABFZ is around 15-17°S), reflecting the large warm bias. These biases in the ABFZ show the relatively modest seasonality although the bias is largest in JJA (Sect. 6). This study focuses on the ABFZ defined as the region from 10°E to the coast and between 10°S-20°S; the region is marked on Fig. 1a .
In observations, SSH is higher to the west than in the east in the tropical southern Atlantic. The lowest in SSH is around the ABFZ and reaches the southwestern African coast. The high in SSH in the southwestern Atlantic is at the centre of the subtropical gyre with the Brazil Current at its western side (e.g., Bilo et al. 2014) . In NorESM, however, the lowest SSH in the ABFZ seems to be displaced southward because the SSH bias is negative south of the ABFZ and positive north of it. The low SSH bias is largest in the Benguela upwelling region and this error extends northwestward, and as a result of which the centre of the low SSH detaches from the coast south of the observed position. On the other hand, a high (low) SSH bias is induced in the eastern (western) equatorial Atlantic. This bias reflects the deepening of thermocline in the eastern equatorial Atlantic and consequently warmer SST, and is associated with too weak easterly (Richter and Xie 2008; Ding et al. 2015) .
This SSH bias induces the surface geostrophic current bias (estimated by,
, where the subscript denotes the surface geostrophic component) as well.
In observations, the (warm) southward Angola Current and the (cold) northward Benguela Current meet around 15°S and 10°E to form the ABFZ. NorESM simulates a stronger southward Angola Current and a weaker northward Benguela Current, and the ABFZ is situated erroneously 24°S. Thus, warm tropical water intrudes further southward and the equatorward penetration of cool extratropical water is prevented. This situation is analogous to a Benguela Niño anomaly (e.g., Shannon et al. 1986 ) and the southward intrusion of the Angola Current shifts the ABFZ far southward. Section 4.2 gives a detailed vertical structure of the ocean current around the ABFZ. The model biases in the ocean are associated with the atmospheric biases (Fig. 2) . The observational annual-mean rainfall shows intense rainfall rate over the equatorial Atlantic, the African Continent, and the Amazon in the annual mean. NorESM has a large wet bias over the southern equatorial Atlantic and the African Continent and a large dry bias over the northern equatorial Atlantic and Amazon. These remarkably large errors are in common with other CGCMSs (e.g., Richter et al. 2012) . In particular, the raninfall bias over the equator is strongly linked to the underlying warm SST bias. The warm SST bias anchors the ITCZ to the equator and consequently the Western African Monsoon does not penetrate far enough northward (e.g., Okumura and Xie 1 3 2004). The coastal wet bias in south west Africa may be also caused by the warm bias in the ABFZ (e.g., Nicholson and Entekhabi 1987; Rouault et al. 2003) .
The Southern Atlantic Anticyclone (SAA, e.g., Miyasaka and Nakamura 2010) is the. dominant feature of the subtropical south Atlantic atmospheric circulation. It is associated with an intense southerly low-level jet that blows along the western African coast and enhances the Benguela upwelling (e.g., Goubanova et al. 2013; Junker et al. 2015; Cabos et al. 2016 ). The SAA is linked to both equatorial and southeastern The observed climatological annual mean and (right) the corresponding NorESM biases are shown for (1st row) SST (shaded) and its meridional gradient (contour), (2nd row) sea level height (SSH) anomaly from domain-mean (30°S-30°N and 50°E-20°E), and (3rd-row) geostrophic current estimated from SSH. Contour interval of the meridional SST gradient is 0.2 °C/°. SST meridional gradient in NorESM is not a bias from observation, but its exact value. For the observation, HadISST and AVISO are used for SST and SSH for 1980 -2004 and 1993 -2000 . The RMSE of SST bias of NorESM (25°S-10°S and 0°-15°E) is listed on top-right of the figure Fig. 2 (Left) the observed climatological annual-mean and (right) the corresponding NorESM biases are shown for (1st row) rainfall, (2nd row) sea level pressure (SLP, shaded) and 10 m wind (vectors), (3rd row) wind stress curl over the ocean, and (4th row) downward shortwave radiation at the surface. For the observations, we employ GPCP for rainfall and CORE Interannual Forcing Version2 (COREIAFv2) for SLP, 10 m wind, wind stress curl and downward shortwave radiation for Atlantic variability (Lübbecke et al. 2010; Nnamchi et al. 2015) .
NorESM has biases in SLP and surface wind. Over the equatorial Atlantic there is westerly bias, which is linked to the equatorial warm SST bias. The SAA in NorESM is distorted and shifted southwestward, and there is a low-pressure bias in SLP over the eastern subtropical Atlantic, centred over the ABFZ. The low-pressure bias creates a clockwise atmospheric circulation bias, with a northerly wind bias along the African coast that weakens wind-driven upwelling along the Benguela coast. The cyclonic wind-stress curl bias in the ABFZ is also of key importance: the observed cyclonic wind stress curl along the Angola/Benguela coast drives Ekman pumping, surface current divergence, the SSH low, cyclonic oceanic surface circulation and the generation of the ABFZ (e.g., Colberg and Reason 2006) (Note the observational wind stress here is estimated using bulk formula in a standalone ocean model simulation forced by COREv2-IAF; see Sect. 3). In NorESM the negative wind stress curl is enhanced compared to the observations and the minimum shifts offshore in the ABFZ. This negative wind stress curl bias causes the offshore minimum of SSH, and the corresponding far southward intrusion of the Angola Current in the ABFZ. Additionally, we compared the NorESMmodelled wind stress curl with the ERA-Interim reanalysis data (Dee et al. 2011) . The NorESM bias is approximately identical around the ABFZ (not shown).
NorESM has also large errors in shortwave radiation over the tropical Atlantic. In observations, the downward shortwave radiation over the ABFZ is relatively low compared to other regions of the southern Atlantic. This is because of the attenuation of incoming solar radiation due to low-level stratocumulus cloud (e.g., Klein and Hartmann 1993) . NorESM shows the positive radiation bias around the ABFZ and over the south Atlantic. As other CGCMs, NorESM seems to fail to reproduce the low-level stratocumulus over the Southern Atlantic (e.g., Mechoso et al. 2016) . The positive shortwave radiation bias is the largest over the ABFZ in JJA (70 W/ m 2 , not shown). The annual-mean error, however, is much smaller around the ABFZ (±10 W/m 2 ). Negative shortwave radiation biases are seen over the equatorial Atlantic and the coastal region of the Gulf of Guinea. More frequent cumulus and anvil clouds and associated with the positive rainfall bias may cause this.
Experimental designs of standalone experiments of atmosphere and ocean
In the previous section, the warm SST bias in the ABFZ was related to local errors in the atmosphere and the ocean. Here, sensitivity experiments are conducted with the atmosphere (CAM4) and ocean (MICOM) model components of NorESM separately, to quantitatively elucidate the causes of the warm SST bias. The configuration of these components in the stand-alone simulations is identical to that used NorESM. Table 1 summarises the experiments. We first estimate the intrinsic ocean and atmosphere model errors through performing control experiments with the separate model components forced by observational based products. The atmospheric model control experiment (A-CTL) follows the AMIP5 protocol (Taylor et al. 2012) , and is forced by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Optimum Interpolation SST (OISST, Reynolds et al. 2002) Second, we conduct two sensitivity experiments with MICOM and CAM4 to investigate how the local clockwise wind stress curl bias impacts ocean current and SST in the ABFZ and to assess the role of coupled feedbacks in Tropical Atlantic amplifying these errors. Specifically, we force the individual models with a blend of data from the observed climatology and of data simulated by the other model component over the ABFZ (Fig. 13) . The blending methodology is detailed in Appendix A1. The series of experiments are (1) O-A-CTL-Wind, MICOM forced by locally-blended 10 m wind from A-CTL over the ABFZ; (2) A-O-A-CTL-Wind-SST, CAM4 forced by locally-blended SST from O-A-CTL-Wind over the ABFZ; Thus, the chain of experiments assesses the local ocean-atmosphere interaction in errors in the ABFZ, and can lead us to understand dynamical causes for the warm SST bias in the ABFZ in a local scale. Finally, we conduct three more sensitivity experiments to examine the impact of NorESM heat flux and remote equatorial errors on the SST in the ABFZ. In these experiments, the climatological blending is employed over the entire southern-tropical Atlantic Ocean (30°S-5°N, see Appendix A2 and 
Annual-mean biases arising in standalone experiments

Control runs
Here we assess errors intrinsic to the ocean and atmosphere components of NorESM trough standalone control simulations forced with observational based products (O-CTL, A-CTL). The CAM4 control shows significant climatological errors in 10 m horizontal wind and SLP (Fig. 3) . There are local clockwise 10 m horizontal wind errors over the ABFZ and an anticlockwise circulation error dominates over the south-west Atlantic that is quite similar to those of NorESM (Fig. 2) . Thus, the NorESM errors in this region appear intrinsic to the atmospheric model CAM4. By contrast the errors at the equator appear enhanced by ocean-atmosphere interaction. In particular, a westerly wind bias over the western equatorial Atlantic in MAM (40°W-20°W) that is found in both uncoupled and coupled simulations, is strongly enhanced in JJA in the coupled simulation. As a result, in the annual mean the westerly bias over the equator in the coupled model (Fig. 3) is much larger than that in uncoupled model (Fig. 2) . This is consistent with previous literature (e.g., Richter et al. 2012) . O-CTL has a warm SST bias in the southeastern Atlantic that is about a half of NorESM's warm bias (Fig. 4a) . In particular, south of 20°S along the Benguela coast the SST bias is around 4 °C. In O-CTL the ABFZ is located at around 18°S, and this is more realistic than in NorESM (Fig. 4a) . Although SSH in O-CTL is still too low (about −0.09 m) in the southeastern Atlantic coastal region, the SSH and corresponding surface geostrophic current errors around the ABFZ are reduced compared to NorESM (Fig. 4b, c) . The COREv2-IAF data have a resolution of about 2°. Although a finer horizontal and vertical atmospheric model resolution might reduce the ABFZ bias (Harlaß et al. 2015) , even at a quarter degree resolution MICOM forced with COREv2-IAF exhibits a similar warm SST bias (in Fig. S1 ). This is possibly because the COREv2-IAF does not resolve the local low-level jet over the ABFZ, which is crucial for generating the ABFZ (e.g., Colberg and Reason 2006; Patricola and Chang 2016) .
Locally blended experiments
The previous subsection showed that both atmosphere and ocean model components separately produce large local biases when driven with realistic forcing. In this section, we perform sensitivity experiments to investigate whether and how these intrinsic local errors enhance each other.
To quantify the impact of the CAM4 intrinsic wind errors over the ABFZ, we perform an ocean model experiment (O-A-CTL-Wind) that is identical to O-CTL except that the A-CTL climatological winds are now blended in over the ABFZ region. The experiment shows that CAM4 intrinsic cyclonic wind stress errors over the ABFZ region enhance the SST bias by about 2 °C in this region compared to the MICOM control (Fig. 5a ). This enhanced warming is linked to a southward displacement of the ABFZ to around 21°S, which is roughly the location of the ABFZ in NorESM (Fig. 1) . This indicates that the intrinsic CAM4 local surface wind error is the main cause for the erroneous southward shift of the ABFZ in NorESM.
The enhanced warm bias and southward shift of the ABFZ in O-A-CTL-Wind can be explained by the geostrophic current associated with these SSH errors. In O-A-CTL-Wind, the lower SSH around the ABFZ is enhanced, increasing the SSH gradient around the ABFZ (Fig. 5b) . This intensifies the Angola Current and causes it to penetrate further south compared to O-CTL, and weakens the northward Benguela Current (bias of southward current along the west African coast (south of 20°S) shown in Fig. 5c ). These local circulation errors in O-A-CTL-Wind are quite similar to those in NorESM: RMSEs of meridional geostrophic current in NorESM and O-A-CTL-Wind with respect to AVISO are 0.026 and 0.0310 m/s, while for O-CTL the RMSE is 0.012 m/s. Consistently, the intrinsic CAM4 negative wind stress curl errors in the ABFZ (Fig. 5d) are almost identical to those in NorESM (Fig. 1) . Despite these ocean circulation similarities, other processes appear to contribute as the warm SST bias in O-A-CTL-Wind is less than that in NorESM.
The representation of the vertical structure of the Angola Current may contribute to the warm SST bias and to differences among experiments. A through assessment of the simulation is, however, not possible, because of the scarcity of ocean current observations. Thus, we can only make a rough comparison of the vertical profile of meridional current velocity at 11°S and 13°E (Fig. 6 ) with the ~2 years of observations from a single mooring at the same location ( Fig. 9 in Kopte et al. 2017) . Although O-CTL, O-A-CTLWind and NorESM indicate an Angola Current, compared to the in situ observations, all three underestimate the southward current (this is not unexpected given we comparing a ~2° grid cell with a point measurement). While O-CTL has a peak of southward current around 50 m depth, which is approximately consistent with the observations, NorESM and O-A-CTL-Wind have much shallower southward current at around 20-30 m depth. These profiles seem to be similar to those of reanalyses shown by Kopte et al. (2017) , and show that our model has a basic representation of the vertical structure of the Angola Current. We further consider vertical-longitude sections of meridional current velocity at 15°S, just north to the observed ABFZ. All three experiments have core of southward current at 50 m depth ( Fig. 6b-d) . The surface southward current in NorESM and O-A-CTL-Wind is much stronger than that in O-CTL. Additionally, there is weak equatorward surface current offshore (east of 10°E) in O-CTL that is not reproduced by NorESM and O-A-CTL-Wind. This further supports the impact of the local wind stress curl bias in NOrESM on the overestimation of the southward Angola Current, consistent with our analysis of surface geostrophic current. To assess whether ocean-atmosphere interaction can further enhance the errors in the ABFZ we perform a CAM4 experiment (A-O-A-CTL-Wind-SST) that is identical to A-CTL, except that SST from O-A-CTL-Wind is blended locally with the observational SST. There is a local additional impact of the warm SST bias in the ABFZ on the intrinsic atmosphere (Fig. 7) . The local SST biases enhance the SLP error b about a quarter (0.45 hPa) compared with the stand-alone intrinsic CAM4 SLP error (see Fig. 2 ). However, the spatial-scale is relatively small compared to the intrinsic bias of CAM4, and SLP is lowered significantly only over the ABFZ where SST bias is added. The 10 m-wind errors do not appear to be strongly amplified over the ABFZ and in particular, the cyclonic circulation error is not strengthened; instead, a weak convergent flow forms over the ABFZ (10°E and 10°S-20°S). As a consequence, adding these wind errors to the O-A-CTL-Wind forcing over the ABFZ region does not further enhance the warm SST bias in another experiment (not shown). Thus, we do not find evidence for local feedback among SST, SLP, winds, and ocean-current biases in the ABFZ; three quarters of the NorESM warm SST bias in this region can be understood in terms of local biases that are generated by the intrinsic dynamics of the ocean and 
Whole-tropical/southern Atlantic blended experiments
We have quantified that intrinsic ocean model errors and intrinsic atmospheric model wind stress curl errors contribute to about 75% of the warm SST bias in the ABFZ in NorESM. In this subsection, further experiments quantify the contributions of remote wind forcing, shortwave radiation, and turbulent surface heat fluxes to the remaining ABFZ SST bias (Appendices A1, A2). In uncoupled ocean model experiments SST is restored to the atmospheric thermodynamic forcing, because surface turbulent heat fluxes are computed with bulk formula that use 2 m temperature and specific humidity. Thus, the contribution of turbulent heat fluxes requires special attention when diagnosing coupled model errors using uncoupled model experiments.
To quantify the impact of remote wind errors on the ABFZ SST bias we perform an experiment (O-NorESMTA_Wind) identical to O-CTL except that climatological NorESM winds are blended over the entire tropical Atlantic. Considering the NorESM wind errors over the entire tropical and South Atlantic leads to a somewhat warmer SST bias in the equatorial Atlantic compared to the MICOM control To quantify the contribution of turbulent heat fluxes to the SST bias we perform a MICOM experiment (O-NorESMTA_WindHeat) identical to O-NorESM-TA_Wind except that the 10-m temperature and specific humidity biases of NorESM are added when computing turbulent heat fluxes (see Appendix A2). The results show (Figs. 1, 8a, b) that most of the residual NorESM SST bias that is unaccounted for in O-NorESM-TA_Wind can be explained by the additional impact of turbulent heat flux errors. The equatorial SST warm bias extends westward and is enhanced in the Gulf of Guinea and the cold SST biases in the Southern/ Northern Atlantic are also reinforced. The largest difference is in the ABFZ, however, where the warm bias is amplified and reaches about 8 °C, matching that in NorESM (see Fig. 1 ).
In greater details, negative (positive) net surface flux anomalies are located over the equatorial Atlantic and ABFZ (Southern Atlantic) where we have the warm (cold) SST bias in experiments. Thus, O-NorESM-TA_Wind tends to lose more heat fluxes from the ocean surface to the bottom of the atmosphere over the equatorial Atlantic and the ABFZ and vice versa over the southern Atlantic. The heat flux differences mainly result from the latent heat flux (Fig. 9b) . In O-NorESM-TA_WindHeat, the COREv2-IAF The black dots on a and b denote the differences significant at the 95% level according to the Student's t test protocol implies a form of temperature relaxation that is proportional to the differences between NorESM and CAM4 control (A-CTL; see Appendix A2), which is not entirely realistic and absent in coupled mode. Nevertheless, the same reduction in latent heat flux in the ABFZ compared with O-NorESM-TA_Wind can be also detected in NorESM and its magnitude is roughly identical with that in O-NorESMTA_WindHeat (Fig. 9c) . Consistent with the results from O-NorESM-TA_Wind-Heat, another MICOM experiment (O-NorESM-TA_All) that in addition includes shortwave radiation bias shows almost unchanged SST bias (Fig. 8c) . This indicates that the shortwave radiation errors do not play a major role in causing the SST warm bias in the ABFZ in the annual mean. However, there is a small impact on its seasonality: the warm SST bias is slightly enhanced in JJA (up to 0.4 °C compared to O-NorESM-TA_WindHeat), while it is suppressed in DJF (to −0.4 °C compared to O-NorESM-TA_WindHeat, not shown). Figure 10 summarizes the contributions to the warm SST bias in the ABFZ as estimated by the standalone model experiments. Firstly, our ocean model, MICOM, has an intrinsic bias of about a half of NorESM full SST bias when driven by COREv2-IAF forcing. CAM4 simulations driven by observed SST have an intrinsic local negative wind stress curl error, which enhances the warm bias through the erroneous southward intrusion of the local Angola Current that contributes to about a quarter of the full SST bias. Another quarter of SST full bias appears to result from to insufficient latent heat flux cooling.
Ocean subsurface structure
In this section, we consider some ocean subsurface diagnostics to further confirm our conclusions on the causes of the ABFZ SST warm bias. The MICOM control run (O-CTL) reproduces reasonably well the observed mean ocean subsurface temperature along 10°E from World Ocean Atlas13 (WOA13; Fig. 11a, b) . However, O-CTL shows a much thicker warm upper-layer than observed, and the temperatures below are colder. Compared to O-CTL, NorESM has a warm anomaly in the surface and cold anomaly in the subsurface between 14-30°S, indicating a stronger stratification (Fig. 11c) . In fact, the ocean mixed layer is shallower in NorESM than in O-CTL (not shown). The thermocline in NorESM (defined by the 17 °C isotherm) shoals compared to O-CTL, especially, between 26°S and 18°S, broadly matching the region of the negative wind stress curl bias (Fig. 1) , and consistent with wind stress curl driven Ekman upwelling. O-A-CTL-Wind shows that adding local wind errors to the COREv2-IAF forcing leads to a similar subsurface temperature structure to NorESM (Fig. 11d) . This is consistent with a dynamical origin to the ABFZ SST bias.
Adding remote wind errors (O-NorESM-TA_Wind) leads to a deeper thermocline depth and the warmer subsurface temperature along 10°E (Fig. 11e) ; whereas the mixed-layer depth in O-NorESM-TA_Wind is almost identical with that in O-A-CTL-Wind (not shown). The increase in subsurface ocean temperature is greatest at lower latitude (18°S-6°S). This is likely because O-NorESM-TA_ Wind is forced also by the tropical Atlantic errors and the westerly anomaly causes a deepening of the thermocline on the eastern side of the basin and the eastern equatorial Atlantic warm SST bias (Figs. 2, 8b) . Despite the enhanced subsurface temperature errors from tropical forcing, the surface errors in the ABFZ are hardly amplified O-NorESM-TA_WindHeat shows that when we accounting for surface turbulent heat fluxes differences related to NorESM biases, the ocean subsurface becomes cooler and the ocean surface becomes warmer (Fig. 11f ). This indicates a stronger stratification that qualitatively mimics that in the NorESM although with a smaller amplitude. These results support the role of local heat fluxes errors on enhancing the ABFZ SST bias in NorESM, and suggest that local stratification inhibits the impact of remotely forced errors. 
Seasonal cycle of the ABFZ and its bias
To better understand the causes of the ABFZ SST bias in the coupled model, we now consider the seasonal cycle of the ABFZ along 10°E in the observations, in NorESM, and in the sensitivity experiments (Fig. 12) . Observations show that the ABFZ is located between 15°S and 18°S and its intensity has a clear semi-annual cycle, with two peaks in April and December (Fig. 12a) . The intrusion of warm tropical water associated with the locally-enhanced Angola Current has a semi-annual variation, peaking in February and October (Rouault 2012 ; Fig. S2 ). The two peaks in the intensity the ABFZ partly reflect the semi-annual variation of the Angola Current. The upwelling season in the Benguela is noticeable in the southern part of the domain from July to October. In NorESM, the ABFZ is permanently located further south in all months (21°S-23°S, Fig. 12b ), leading to a persistent warm SST bias that peaks between July and August. Although the intensity of the ABFZ in NorESM is much weaker than observed, the coupled model is able to partly capture the observed seasonal cycle, with a lag of about 1 month. The phase lag is partly consistent with the stronger southward extension of the meridional surface geostrophic current occurring in May and November at 10°E, 15°S (Fig. S2) . NorESM does not capture the active Benguela upwelling from July to October and there seems to be intense intrusion warm water from lower latitude between February to June (due to the locally-stronger Angola Current associated with the negative wind stress curl error). In particular, the intrusion of the warm water simulated by NorESM is similar to the situation of Benguela Nino events (e.g., Shannon et al. 1986 ).
The MICOM control run (O-CTL) simulates the seasonal cycle and the position of the ABFZ more realistically: the peak of front intensity during austral summer and autumn is well captured and the Benguela upwelling seems to be more active than in NorESM, although the ABFZ is located (at 18°S) slightly south of its observed position and much more diffuse (Fig. 12c) . The addition of local cyclonic wind stress errors (O-A-CTL-Wind) shifts the ABFZ further south to 21°S in all seasons, but the seasonal variations in intensity are not strongly affected; only the peak in April seems slightly delayed, closer to that in NorESM (Fig. 12d) . As shown in Fig. 5 , the local negative wind stress curl errors enhance the Angola Current locally and cause warm tropical water to intrude too far south.
Accounting for turbulent heat flux differences related to NorESM biases (O-NorESM-TA_WindHeat) causes greater differences in the position and seasonality of the (Fig. 12e) . Furthermore, the cool SST due to the Benguela upwelling seems to be suppressed. This can be explained by the different heat flux forcing compared to O-A-CTL-Wind. In summary, the error in the ABFZ in NorESM shows to first order little seasonality because the front is permanently displaced south. Nevertheless, errors in ocean circulation and upwelling, and surface turbulent fluxes modulate the strength of error.
Discussion and concluding remarks
We have investigated the causes of the warm SST bias in the southeastern Atlantic Ocean and in the ABFZ in the coupled general-circulation model NorESM (Bentsen et al. 2013 ).
NorESM simulates a large SST warm bias in the ABFZ of up to 8 °C. This warm SST bias is associated with an erroneously strong Angola Current and weak Benguela Current and consequently, the ABFZ is displaced southward. The ocean current errors are attributed to a negative wind stress curl error in the ABFZ. We analyse several standalone experiments of atmosphere and ocean models and find that our atmospheric model (CAM4) and ocean model (MICOM) possess intrinsic errors similar to those found in NorESM. When run with observed SST boundary conditions, CAM4 produces regional lowpressure anomaly and cyclonic surface wind biases in the ABFZ. MICOM forced following the COREv2-IAF (Large and Yeager 2008) protocol simulates a warm SST bias in the ABFZ that is about a half of NorESM full bias. The warm SST bias in the ABFZ is increased by about 2 °C (a quarter of NorESM full bias) when the local CAM4 surface wind errors are added to the COREv2-IAF forcing locally. MICOM, despite the coarse ~1° ocean model resolution, simulates a near surface, coastally trapped Angola Current with similarities to observations, but less intense than observed from mooring data at 11°S, 13°E (Kopte et al. 2017) . Adding the CAM4 negative wind stress curl bias drives a stronger surface Angola Current in the ABFZ and causes tropical warm water to penetrate farther south, consistent with Xu et al. (2014) . Furthermore, the magnitudes of the biases in surface ocean mechanical quantities (ocean current, wind stress curl and SSH) are roughly equal to those in NorESM. Local feedbacks between ocean and atmosphere circulation do not further enhance the ABFZ SST bias because the CAM4 wind stress curl response to the local SST error is relatively weak.
The rest of the warm SST bias is explained by biases in the latent heat flux forcing. In the experiments considering only surface wind errors, latent heat flux tends to damp the SST errors because of the fixed surface air temperature and humidity used in the bulk formula. The ocean surface fluxes are enhanced under the fixed forcing of temperature and specific humidity. On the other hand, when the temperature and specific humidity errors (O-NorESM-TA_WindHeat) are included, the latent heat flux cooling is suppressed and the remaining SST errors in the ABFZ can be explained. The reduced latent heat flux is similar to that seen in the coupled NorESM simulation. In particular, the warming and moistening of the atmosphere over the warm SSTs in the simulations (NorESM and O-NorESM-TA_WindHeat) suppresses the ocean heat flux release. Thus, the intrinsic atmospheric mechanical errors still act and the heat due to them can remain in the ocean.
Our experiments also show that the impact from remote equatorial wind errors seem not to contribute actively to the warm SST bias in the ABFZ in NorESM, although the ocean subsurface seems to be affected (Fig. 10) . When the MICOM is forced by the NorESM surface winds over the whole of the tropical Atlantic Ocean (O-NorESMTA_Wind), the subsurface temperature from the ~6°S to the ABFZ is warmer than that in simulations with observational based winds over the equatorial Atlantic (O-CTL and O-A-CTL-Wind). However, the ABFZ SST warm bias is not amplified by the remotely forced subsurface temperature errors. This is probably because the thermocline in the MICOM control run is much deeper than the observed, limiting the impact of thermocline variations at the ocean surface. Nevertheless, the impact of ocean subsurface biases deserves investigation.
The warm SST bias also affects the seasonal cycle of the ABFZ. In NorESM, the ABFZ is located southward year around, while the seasonal variations in its intensity lag the observations by about 1 month. Moreover, the amplitude of the seasonal cycle of the ABFZ intensity is relatively weaker in NorESM and the MICOM experiments compared to the observation. These discrepancies can be partly caused by the seasonal cycle of the geostrophic current in the model that is not represented well because of the negative wind stress curl error in the ABFZ. Additionally, heat flux errors (O-NorESM-TA_WindHeat) broadens and strengthens slightly the ABFZ, making it more consistent with that in NorESM. This result indicates that the ocean heat flux also plays a certain role for frontogenesis/frontolysis of the ABFZ in addition to the oceanic current. A deeper understanding of these features requires a diagnostic study of the frontogenesis function (e.g., Kazmin and Rienecker 1996; Jacobs et al. 2014; Giordani and Caniaux 2014) , but is beyond this study.
Through a series of standalone experiments we evaluate the separate dynamical and thermodynamical, and local and remote contributions to the warm ABFZ SST bias. Quantitatively, the main contributors causing the annual-mean warm SST bias in the ABFZ simulated by NorESM are as follows: (1) 50% is attributed to MICOM intrinsic errors, (2) 25% is generated by CAM4 intrinsic error of wind stress curl, and (3) 25% is induced by the reduced atmospheric heat flux damping in the coupled system. Note our estimates of the intrinsic model component errors are dependent on the quality of the observations used to force the models. For (1), the intrinsic error is also found equal strength in another CORE-forced experiment with higher resolution. This suggests that the MICOM errors are more related to the CORE-forcing, which cannot perfectly capture the local wind stress field over the ABFZ. Colberg and Reason (2006) have shown that the location and intensity of the ABFZ depends highly on the local wind stress. Additionally, a short run with blended QuikSCAT (Mears et al. 1999) winds shows that MICOM errors were reduced by about 1.5 °C in the ABFZ compared to MICOM control run (not shown). Small et al. (2015) concluded that both of higher resolution models of atmosphere and ocean are desirable to simulate a realistic ABFZ. We hope that this study can direct future studies to reduce model systematic errors in the tropical Atlantic.
where, overbar (prime) denotes the climatological (transient) components and subscript O means observational forcing.
The climatological part of forcing data is blended with climatology of model output as follows, where, subscripts of B and M denote blended forcing data and model output, respectively. is a blending coefficient defined as, and Each blending coefficient is centred at (X ref1 , Y ref1 ) and (X ref2 , Y ref2 ). Numerators indicate the zonal and meridional distances from the centre at each grid point. Denominators defined the scale for the blending coefficient horizontal distribution. Figure 13 shows distributions of each blending coefficient.
A.2 Adding methodology
We employ an alternative methodology for adding temperature and specific humidity anomalies to the COREv2-IAF forcing for the O-NorESM-TA_WindHeat experiment because NorESM does not have 10 m temperature and specific humidity. Figure 14 shows the climatological annualmean difference of the temperature and specific humidity at the lowest model level (at 992 hPa) between NorESM and A-CTL. Basically, the anomalies are consistent with the warm SST biases in NorESM. The ratio of anomalies with A-CTL climatology is defined as, where over-bar denotes the climatology and subscript the experiment. This ratio provides an estimate of the coupled model error as compared to the uncoupled atmospheric model. We assume that the errors in the NorESM 10 m quantities have the same ratio and thus to assess the contribution of these errors to the simulation of SST we add an anomaly proportional to this ratio to the climatological component of COREv2-IAF, 
for the southern-tropical Atlantic. Here, the coefficient of is defined as Eq. A4 and over-bar (prime) denotes the climatological (transient) component for COREv2-IAF.
